TURN YOUR VEHICLE INTO A
BODY-CAMERA HUB
THE V300 VEHICLE KIT
More than ever before, citizens expect and rely on video evidence from
law enforcement cameras to provide transparency of incidents. When
body-worn cameras are integrated with in-car video systems, incidents are
captured from multiple viewpoints with supporting metadata —ensuring
the full story is captured every time.

DATASHEET V300 VEHICLE KIT

Even without an in-car video system, patrol officers benefit from integrating
body-worn cameras with their vehicles. It’s a source of power, connectivity and
contextual information that shouldn’t be ignored. That’s why we created the
V300 Vehicle Kit.

GROUP, TRIGGER & UPLOAD YOUR BODY-WORN CAMERAS
GROUP MULTIPLE CAMERAS

TRIGGER CAMERA RECORDING

UPLOAD VIDEO EVIDENCE

Capture the full picture with multiple viewpoints
of an incident. The V300 vehicle kit enables you
to associate several V300 body-worn cameras
as a group. Whenever one camera in a group is
activated, all other cameras within WiFi range of
the vehicle will also be activated.

Ensure your community knows that every event
will be recorded, even when an officer isn’t able
to press the record button. When you install the
V300 vehicle kit, you can create interfaces to
vehicle-based triggers that activate your body
camera wirelessly and automatically.

Send critical video evidence back to headquarters
while still in the field. The V300 vehicle kit includes
a docking station for your vehicle. When a V300 is
docked, it can use the vehicle kit’s WiFi capability
to upload video evidence from the camera to your
evidence management system.

Grouping is done either in the device management
software, or using the in-car WiFi docking station.
The vehicle kit relays trigger signals to all cameras
in the group. When the event footage is uploaded,
you’ll see event playback is automatically
synchronized for convenient viewing.

For example, you can trigger a recording
whenever the vehicle’s lights or siren are
activated. You can also trigger from any other
switched input such as when the driver’s door
opens, or the gun-lock is deactivated.

And if you connect a Sierra Wireless LTE modem
or router, you can upload video evidence from
anywhere there is FirstNet or other LTE coverage.

SCHEMATIC
WIRELESS EVIDENCE UPLOAD

VEHICLE TRIGGERS
WIRELESS CAMERA ACTIVATION

V300 VEHICLE KIT

V300 BODY
CAMERA

Part Number

Description

WGP02560-KIT2

V300 Vehicle Kit: V300 Wifi Base, Smart POE Switch, Cables, Brackets, Documents

Learn more at www.motorolasolutions.com/v300
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